
Compact and stylish design 2-inch direct-injection thermal label
printer

(M / N: OCBP - 201)

feature:
 1. USB or USB + Bluetooth interface optional
 2. Automatic paper check function
 3. Temperature adaptive control
 4. Support receipt Mode and label mode switching
 5. Compatible with TSPL and ESC / POS commands
 6. Compact and sleek design for stylish counters

 specification:
Printing method Direct heating

Resolution 203DPI

command TSPL and ESC / POS

Mode switching stand by receipt Mode and label mode switching
(communicationwith:HEX:1F 1B 1F 02 20 n 0D 0AMedium, n = 31 /
30.dEFAULT n= 30)

Print width 20-60mm

Fast printing speed MAX: 101Mm/sec; MIN: 50.8 mm / s

memory DRAM: 256KB flash: 576KB

Print head temperature Thermistor

Paper presence
detection

MediumIcro switch

interface USB orUSB +Bluetooth

paper Presence
detection

Paper presence detection

Bar code CODE128, EAN128, ITF, CODE39, CODE93, EAN13, EAN13 + 2, EAN13 +
5, EAN8, EAN8 + 2, EAN8 + 5, CODABAR, POS TNET, UPC-A,UPCA +
2, UPCA + 5, UPC-E, UPCE + 2, UPC-E + 5, C POS
T, MSI, MSIC,PLESSEY, ITF14, EAN14 Qrcode, DM code, PDF417

Expand and expand
the revolution

(0°, 90°270°, 360°) 1 to 10 times in both directions; 0°, Rotate 90°,
270°, 360°

image Monochrome PCX, BMP image files can be loaded into FLASH

Paper type Paper rolls, stickers, stickers, etc.

Paper width 20 mm to 60 mm

Scrolling outside Up to 80 mm

Rolling inner diameter Minimum 25 mm

Paper type Tear off

power input DC12V, 3A



working environment 5~45°C, relative humidity 20-80% (no condensation)

storage -40~55°C, ≤93%RH (40°C)

















Company Information:

OCOM is a leading One-stop POS and Auto-ID Related Products Supplier Manufacture which is qualified
by Global Fortune 500 company. We have Top 1 level Trade Assurance guarantee by Alibaba.

OCOM's products portfolio covers Thermal Printer, Barcode Printer, DOT Matrix Printer, Barcode Scanner,
Data Collector, POS Machine,and other POS Peripherals products, which are widely used for retailing,
restaurant, bank, lottery, transportation, logistics, and other applications. We have ISO, CE, FCC, Rohs,
SONCAP, and other required certifications.

Since established in June 2007, OCOM have been sticking to the quality system of ISO9001: 2015. We
focus on reliable products quality and competitive price. We were serving more than 2600 customers over
159 countries, 50 of them are the biggest distributors in their territory. Our main markets are in Europe,
Australia, and fast growing South America and Africa. The customer list includes famous Unilever, O2,
Star.....

OCOM's mission is to be the compelling choice for our partners, based on our three basic beliefs "Integrity
based, Strive for excellence, Win-win cooperation", we would like establish stable and reliable partnerships
with customers all over the world. OEM/ODM is welcome.



Together we quest for the best.


